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Ref No ; TEMp/TRl/ZOt6/O3s

To

M/s. Artech realtors pvt Ltd

Dated: 1G-tAN-2016

Sub: Your application to pNB
Housing.Finance Limited,
for the ApF Approval of your
project named
situated at ryM, Sastamangalm

Village, WM
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With respect to the above
subiect we are pleased
to inform you that we have approved
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pNBHFL

will require all original documents
related to the orcrpeny,
,
the customer intends to purchase,
/valuer.

as per our panel lawyer
pNBHFL
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in providing any further
information or document that
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we require
approval is subject to legal
and
technical ctearance from
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Proiect aoproval conditions:
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Sale deed

to be executed within 36
of pro.lea whicheve|, ,;
created on record.
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above,
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Bookjng money to be borne
by the borrower.
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Branch is advised to ensure that the price of units is as per the current market rate prevailing in that
a
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All other terms & conditions as per credit policy gurdelines are to be compiled

We would like to assure you of our best services and wish you the very best through your venture. Please feel free
SHO.ll CHERIAN -(Sales Manager) or Sudheesh Kumar - 9895222820 (Technical
Manager) for any further information / clarification.
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